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Brunswick Real Estate enters Denmark 

Stockholm, 31 January 2020 

 

● Brunswick Real Estate is opening a new office in Copenhagen 

● Jes Rovsing has been appointed Country Manager Denmark 

● Primary focus will be centrally located offices in Copenhagen, partnering with a new 

international investor 

 

Brunswick Real Estate invests across the Nordic region with assets under management in excess 

of EUR 2 billion. Focus markets to date have been Sweden and Finland with the creation of the real 

estate companies Regio and Kielo. 

 

As part of this expansion, Jes Rovsing has been hired as Country Manager. Jes has a versatile 

background within the real estate industry, most recently as Head of Transactions Denmark at 

Aberdeen Standard Investments, and comprehensive knowledge of the local market. Starting 1 

February 2020, Jes is the first hire in Denmark and additional recruitments are ongoing. The office 

will be in Copenhagen at Østergade 4. 

 

Patrik Andersson, Partner at Brunswick Real Estate, says: 

“We are proven in building sizable real estate platforms with our business model; best-in-class 

asset management with true leadership in sustainability, enabling value creation beyond just 

financial performance. Denmark is a natural next step for our expansion and the market offers 

many interesting opportunities, not least the Copenhagen office market. We are very happy to have 

Jes onboard and believe we have found the perfect capital partner in order to be successful.”  

 

Jes Rovsing, Country Manager Denmark at Brunswick Real Estate, says: 

“I am very excited to join Brunswick Real Estate and to take a leading role in establishing operations 

in Denmark. The business model, long-term strategy and core values all resonate well with me and 

I look forward to growing Brunswick Real Estate in Denmark together with its investors.” 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Patrik Andersson, Partner at Brunswick Real Estate 

t: +46 76 871 00 22 

e: patrik.andersson@brunswickrealestate.com 

 

Jes Rovsing, Country Manager Denmark at Brunswick Real Estate 

t: +45 26 79 76 00 

e: jes.rovsing@brunswickrealestate.com 
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Brunswick Real Estate is a market leading investor in the Nordics, with services including real estate 

investments and credit financing. Investments includes a wide range of structures in commercial 

real estate, such as separate investment mandates and real estate companies for large institutions 

and international managers. Debt is focused on secured financing of commercial real estate in the 

Nordic region. The team includes approximately 60 employees in Stockholm, Copenhagen, Helsinki 

and London as well as senior advisers with broad international expertise. 


